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Abstract— In this work we present a Trajectory Optimization
framework for whole-body motion planning for floating base
robots. We demonstrate how the proposed approach can optimize whole body trajectories for most common gaits found
in bipeds and quadrupeds. The underlying optimal control
problem is solved efficiently using Sequential Linear Quadratic
control. In contrast to most previous methods, the proposed
approach is fast while still using a full dynamic model. Additionally, the approach is contact model free. Instead contact forces
are added to the Optimal Control formulation as additional
control inputs and contact constraints are handled using a
relaxation approach. In our experiments we demonstrate that,
despite this relaxation, our solver resolves constraint violations
in only a few iterations. Hardware experiments underline the
transferability from simulation to hardware.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Trajectory Optimization (TO) is a highly popular approach
for solving complex, dynamic motion planning problems in
robotics. It promises to replace manually designed planning
and control frameworks. In TO non-linear optimization or
Optimal Control are used to design a trajectory that minimizes a high level performance criterion, e.g. a cost function.
Also in legged robotics, TO is gaining a lot of attention.
However, due to the high number of degrees of freedom
of modern legged robots and their need for establishing
and breaking contacts with the environment, these problems
become high-dimensional and non-convex. Thus, different
approaches, both for the formulation of the problem as well
as for solving it, have been proposed.
A. Related Work
Coros et al. [1] propose an optimization approach on a
hierarchy of simplified models, including an inverted pendulum model, to solve whole-body motion planning tasks
on a humanoid robot. Their approach shows impressive
results and also optimizes contact locations and timings.
However, it also relies on heuristics and optimality cannot
be guaranteed. Another gait free approach that relies on
an inverted pendulum model is presented by Mordatch et
al. [2]. A different way of reducing the model complexity
is using centroidal dynamics, e.g. as used in [3] and [4],
leading to great hardware results. Another approach using a
simplified model without pre-specifying contact sequences is
proposed by Mordatch et al. in [5]. However, the proposed
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Fig. 1. Time series of the optimized trajectories for the humanoid gaits.
The picture series progresses from left to right and the robot is moving to
the right. From top to bottom the gaits are: walk, run and hop.

method additionally relaxes the entire optimization problem and only enforces dynamic and kinematic consistency
as soft constraints, leading to severe violations of these
quantities. A whole-body trajectory optimization approach is
presented by Posa et al. [6]. In this work, the authors apply
direct transcription and the resulting non-linear programming
is solved using Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP).
While not assuming a given contact sequence, the approach
is only demonstrated on lower dimensional, planar systems
and might not scale to robots with many degrees of freedom. Other direct transcription approaches using SQP are
presented in [7] and [8]. Both approaches follow the idea of
projecting their decision variables to the tangent of the constraint manifold. In both cases, results are presented for full
models of complex robots, i.e. a humanoid and a quadruped
respectively. Therefore, solving the resulting non-linear program is computationally very costly. The same drawback also
applies to the Multiple shooting approach in [9] applied to
the humanoid robot HRP-2. An even more complex robot
model that includes actuator dynamics is used by Gehring et
al. [10]. Also here, the high model dimensionality leads to
long computation times. Recently, researchers have tried to
tackle Trajectory Optimization using Optimal Control algorithms. Popular for their efficiency are Differential Dynamic
Programming (DDP) [11] and closely related algorithms
such as iterative Linear Quadratic Gaussian (iLQG) [12] and
Sequential Linear Quadratic (SLQ) [13] control. Impressive
results computed close to real-time have been obtained from
such solvers [14]. In recent work [15] we have demonstrated
that such an approach can also automatically discover gaits
and the resulting trajectories can be applied to hardware.

However, in such methods there is a trade-off to be made
between using a physically accurate, stiff contact model
or softening it for better gradients and faster convergence.
Additionally, these approaches require very careful cost function engineering to obtain reasonable solutions. To overcome
the limitations of handling constraints in such methods, we
have derived a continuous–time SLQ variant which allows
for including state–input constraints as hard limits [16].
Furthermore, this work provides an algorithmic foundation
for gradually enforcing state constraints. While we have
applied this approach to a centroidal model of a quadruped
in simulation, we have not yet tested it on a full multi–rigid
body model or on hardware.
B. Contribution
In this work, we propose how to efficiently solve a TO
problem over contact switches using SLQ. We present a
contact constraint relaxation scheme by including contact
forces as control input variables and gradually enforcing contact constraints via the cost function. While such approaches
are said to have poor numeric properties and might lead to
constraint violation, we demonstrate how our method reliably
optimizes constraint satisfactory trajectories. We illustrate
this for common gait types of bipeds and a quadrupeds.
Due to the relaxation and an efficient Sequential Linear
Quadratic control solver, the non-linear TO problem is solved
in a few seconds for a full non-linear dynamic model.
This outperforms many state-of-the-art TO approaches. By
using a single quadratic cost across different gaits, we show
that the proposed formulation does not require extensive
tuning. While gait patterns need to be pre-specified, we still
optimize for contact locations without relying on heuristics or
model reductions. Lastly, this work is a rare example where
optimized gaits obtained from whole-body TO are directly
applied to hardware.
II. T RAJECTORY O PTIMIZATION
A. Optimal Control Problem
In our Trajectory Optimization problem, we assume general non-linear system dynamics
x(t + 1) = f (x(t), u(t)),

x(0) = x0

(1)

where x(t) and u(t) represent state and control input respectively. For this system, we are trying to find a time-varying
feedforward and feedback controller of the following form
u(x, t) = uf f (t) + K(t)x

(2)

where uf f (t) denotes a time-varying feedforward action and
K(t) a time-varying feedback controller. Given the system
dynamics, we obtain such a controller by solving the finite
time-horizon optimal control problem
Xtf −1
J(x, u) = Φ (x(tf )) +
L (x(t), u(t))
(3)
t=0

where Φ(·) describes the final evaluated at the end of the
time horizon tf and L(·) describes the intermediate cost.

Algorithm 1 SLQ Algorithm
Given
- System dynamics as in Eq. 1, Cost function as in Eq. 4
- Initial stable control law, u(x, t)
repeat
- Forward simulate the system dynamics
- Linearize the system dynamics along the trajectory:
δx(t + 1) = A(t)δx(t) + B(t)δu(t)
- Quadratize cost function along the trajectory τ :
J˜ ≈ p(t) + δx> (tf )p(tf ) + 12 δx> (tf )P (tf )δx(tf )
tf −1
P
+
q(t) + δx> q(t) + δu> r(t)
t=0

+ 21 δx> Q(t)δx + 12 δu> R(t)δu
- Backwards solve the Riccati-like difference equations:
P (t) = Q(t) + A> (t)P (t + 1)A(t)+
K > (t)HK(t) + K > (t)G + G> K(t)
p(t) = q + A> (t)p(t + 1) + K > (t)Hl(t) + K > (t)g + G> l(t)
H = R(t) + B > (t)P (t + 1)B(t)
G = B > (t)P (t + 1)A(t),
g = r(t) + B > (t)p(t + 1)
K(t) = −H −1 G,
l(t) = −H −1 g
- Update the control:
u(x, t) = un (t) + αl(t) + K(t) (x(t) − xn (t))
- Line search over α
- Increase constraint penalty: γ ← γ0 γ
until maximum number of iterations or converged (l(t) < lt )

B. Sequential Linear Quadratic Control
In this work, we are solving the non-linear Optimal
Control problem stated above by applying Sequential Linear Quadratic (SLQ) control [13]. Given an initial guess,
SLQ forward simulates the non-linear system dynamics.
Afterwards, a linear approximation of the dynamics and a
quadratic approximation of the cost function is computed
around the obtained trajectory. This results in a series of
Linear Quadratic control problems which are then solved
with a backward sweep using Ricatti-like equations. This
backwards sweep results in a feedforward control update
and a new feedback controller. Solving Ricatti-like equations
makes SLQ very efficient and results in linear complexity
with respect to the time horizon. One drawback of SLQ
is that it cannot handle hard state constraints. However,
using a constraint relaxation described in Subsection IIC they can be included as soft constraints in the cost
function. Our soft-constrained SLQ version is summarized in
Algorithm 1. As we will show later, despite using such soft
constraints, the algorithm still finds constraint satisfactory
trajectories. While handling hard input constraints in SLQtype algorithms is possible, as shown in [16] and [17], we
apply constraint relaxation on input constraints as well to
promote convergence speed.
C. Cost Function and Constraint Relaxation
In this work, we assume a quadratic cost function with an
added constraint violation penalty
Xtf −1
J =x̄(tf )> Qf x̄(tf ) +
x(t)> Qx(t) + u(t)> Ru(t)
t=0
Xtf
+ γ(i)
Cc (x, u, t),
(4)
t=0

where x̄(tf ) = xf (tf ) − xf,d is the state deviation from
desired final state. Qf , Q and R denote weighting matrices
for final cost, intermediate cost and input cost respectively.
The quadratic elements of the cost function encode the task
of the robot and are able to regularize states if required. Additionally, we add a constraint violation cost term Cc (x, u, t)

which allows for handling both state and input constraints
using relaxation. The constraints considered in this work and
the resulting soft constraint function are described in Subsection III-C. In early iterations of the algorithm, constraints
are relaxed to allow the solver to find a good initial guess
that fulfills the task but may violate constraints. Over the
course of the iterations, the constraints are then enforced
by increasing the constraint violation cost gain γ(i) after
each iteration. We increase the gain exponentially: γ(i) = γ0i ,
where i denotes the iteration number and γ0 a user defined
value. In our examples, we choose γ0 = 3 as an initial gain.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL AND C ONTACT C ONSTRAINTS
To verify our approach, we use our hydraulically actuated,
quadrupedal robot HyQ [18], modelled using rigid body
dynamics. This four legged robot has three actuated joints
per leg which are all torque controlled.
A. Rigid Body Dynamics
Due to a high performance onboard joint torque controller,
we assume HyQ to be a rigid body system with perfect torque
inputs, described as


>
q̇(t + 1) = M −1 J >
(5)
c λ + S τ − h ∆t
where M is the joint space inertia matrix, h are the
Coriolis, centrifugal and gravity terms and q is the state
vector containing base and joint state. Contact forces λ act
on the system via the Jacobian J c , whereas actuator forces
τ get mapped to the system by the input selection matrix S.
In order to satisfy our formulation of a non-linear system
in Equation 1, we define our state in the optimization as
x = [W q L q̇]> = [W q B

W xB

qJ

L ωB L ẋB

q̇ J ]>

constraints (see Subsection III-C) are added to the problem
to ensure physicality.
Using this implicit contact model has both benefits and
drawbacks. One major benefit is that it allows the Optimal Control solver to directly influence the contact forces
which relaxes the otherwise very stiff problem. This allows for longer integration steps and faster convergence
rates. However, it also makes the Optimal Control problem
higher dimensional. This issue is partially mitigated since
we do not require to compute a contact model. State-of-theart simulators often solve Linear Complementary Problems
(LCP) in their contact models which require iterative solvers.
Here, we combine the contact model solving and trajectory
optimization in a single Optimal Control problem.
One might be inclined to use an explicit contact model
and increase its stiffness over the course of iterations in
order to get the best of both worlds. However, such an
approach is difficult to apply to an SLQ-type approach. In
each iteration, SLQ relies on a rollout of the dynamics given
a controller obtained in the last iteration. If we increase the
contact model stiffness between iterations, the rollout in the
following iteration might be unstable and will not provide
good linearization points for the control update.
C. Contact Constraints
We assume a rigid body system is in contact with its
environment if the distance between the system and the
environment is zero, i.e. there is no gap between both but also
penetration is inadmissible. Only when in contact, external
forces can act between the system and the environment.
These two requirements describe a rigid contact model which
can be expressed by a single complementary constraint

(6)

where W q B and W xB represent the pose of the trunk
expressed in a global inertial “world” frame W. We use Euler
angles (roll-pitch-yaw) to represent the base orientation. ωB
and x˙B jointly represent the base twist, i.e. angular and linear
velocity, expressed in a local body frame L. q J and q̇ J
denote joint angles and velocities respectively. Combining
Equations 1, 5 and 6 our system dynamics can be expressed
as


RWL L q̇(t)
x(t + 1) = x(t) +
∆t (7)
M −1 (S > τ + J >
c λ − h)
where RWL rotates a vector expressed in the local body
frame L to the inertial “world” frame W.
B. Implicit Contact Model
If we were to use an explicit contact model, the contact
force vector λ in Equations 5 and 7 would become a function
of the rigid body position q and velocity q̇ vectors. The
issue with such a contact model is that it needs to be stiff to
reflect reality but still sufficiently soft to help convergence
of any optimal control or optimization problem. In order
to avoid this conflict, we do not define an explicit contact
model. Instead, we add the contact force vector λ to our
control input vector u(t) = [τ λ]> . Furthermore, the contact

dee (q)λee = 0

(8)

where λee is the contact force acting at a specific endeffector and dee (q) is the distance of the end-effector to
the environment as a function of the rigid body state vector
q introduced in Equation 5. While this is a very general
formulation, it can make the TO problem highly non-convex.
To mitigate this issue, we assume a given contact sequence,
i.e. a binary contact state cee (t) for each end-effector. This
contact state function evaluates to 1 if an end-effector is in
contact and 0 if it is not in contact. This allows us to split
the complementary constraint into its two original parts, a
distance constraint and a force constraint
cee (t)dee (q) = 0,

(1 − cee (t))λee = 0.

(9)

Furthermore, under the assumption that no slippage occurs,
the point pee (q, q̇) on a rigid body system which is in contact
with the environment is constrained to have zero velocity
cee (t)ṗee (q, q̇) = 0.

(10)

This constraint separation converts the state-input complementary constraint (Eq. 8) into pure state and input constraints (Eq 9). Given our constraint relaxation formulation
introduced in Subsection II-C, we define the constraint

Fig. 2. Time series of the optimized trajectories for the quadruped gaits.
The picture series progresses from left to right and the robot moves to the
right in the image plane. From top to bottom the gaits are: trot (hardware),
flying trot (simulation), hop, bound, rotary gallop and transverse gallop.

violation term of our cost function (Eq. 4) as the sum of
squared violations over all end-effectors
XNee
2
C c (x, u, t) =
(1 − cee (t))(β3 λ>
ee λee + β4 ds,ee (t))
ee=0

2
+ cee (t)(β1 ṗ>
ee ṗee + β2 dee )

(11)

where Nee is the number of end-effectors and β1...4 are
constant weighting factors. Additionally to the constraint, we
add a desired swing leg height ds,ee to the cost function.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
To evaluate the proposed approach, we optimize trajectories for the common dynamic gait patterns found in bipedal
and quadrupedal locomotion. In both cases, we use the
model of our robot HyQ described in Section III-A. While
by design, HyQ is a quadruped, we use the same model
for optimizing humanoid gaits. While in reality, the robot
is not strong enough for bipedal locomotion, it allows us
to compare bipedal and quadrupedal locomotion. For each
of the two systems, we only use one single cost function
with fixed, purely diagonal weighting matrices to optimize
all gaits. Furthermore, we demonstrate the transferability
of the optimized motion on several trotting tasks executed
on hardware. The cost function weights used for hardware
experiments are the same as in simulation. To set the goal
for the robot to reach, we specify the desired final body
pose in the cost. We cold start all tasks with zero control
input resulting in a vertical fall. The SLQ and integration step size is et to ∆t = 2ms. The obtained results
are summarized below and shown in the video attachment
(https://youtu.be/FbC8FZnkGks).
A. Humanoid
First, we demonstrate humanoid gaits in simulation. We
rely on the three most common gaits also found in humans,
namely walking, running and hopping. Picture series of all
three optimized gaits are shown in Figure 1.
1) Walk: First we show a humanoid walking gait with
50% contact duty cycle and without flight or double support phase. While the contact sequence is pre-specified, the
contact locations are not. This allows the optimizer to find

a trajectory where the robot first steps back with its left leg
in order to create forward thrust during the stance phase.
The subsequent footstep locations are fairly equidistant until
the robot returns to its initial configuration at the end of the
trajectory. Since our humanoid model does not have ankles
to produce torques, we can observe rhythmic, lateral tilting
of the base. Since HyQ’s “arms” (front legs) are lightweight
and we penalize motions of the corresponding joints, the
optimization keeps them close to their initial configuration
during the motion. If more arm motion is desired, the cost
function weights can be adjusted accordingly.
2) Run: For the humanoid running gait, we reduce the
contact duty cycle of the walk to 40%, leading to two flight
phases of 10%, resulting in a total flight time of 20% of the
cycle. As a result, the gait is more dynamic and the robot
shows a small jumping motion between support phases. We
still observe the left leg stepping back to initialize the gait.
3) Hop: The last gait sequence we demonstrate on a
humanoid is a symmetric hopping gait. Here, the contact duty
cyle is set to 50% for both legs. In the optimized trajectory,
the robot first hops back again to generate forward thrust.
Afterwards, it executes two longer hops and then a shorter
one to return to its resting posture at the goal position.
B. Quadruped
For the quadruped case, we demonstrate variations of
four basic gait pattern types, resulting in six examples in
simulation in total. Figure 2 shows a picture series for five
gaits: trot, hop, bound, rotary gallop and transverse gallop.
While the galloping gait exceeds the hardware limitations,
we perform several hardware tests of the trotting gait.
1) Trot and Running Trot: As a first example on the
quadruped, we show a trot where diagonal legs are moved
simultaneously. As with the humanoid walk we first demonstrate a gait pattern with no overlap, i.e. without flight phases
or full support phases. The resulting trajectory is a trot that
starts and ends in a four leg stance. From Figure 3 we can
see that control effort is mainly required during the stance
phase. The strongest torques can be seen in the Knee FlexionExtension joint. Figure 5 shows the optimized contact forces.
The largest contact forces occur during touchdown and just
before lift-off. This is directly correlated with the joint
torques in Figure 3. As expected, the contact forces in zdirection dominate, which corresponds to the vertical axis in
world coordinates. However, most importantly, the contact
force plots clearly demonstrate that forces are only applied
during contact phases. This underlines that the contact relaxation method is successful in avoiding contact constraint
violations. We also demonstrate a trot in simulation where
we set the goal position to the front-left of the initial position
and set the desired final yaw angle to 90 degrees. However,
the cost function weights remains the same. As a result, HyQ
trots in a curved motion. By reducing the contact duty cycle
of the trot to 35%, we can also obtain a running trot with
two flight phases.
To show that the optimized trajectories are physical and
are directly applicable to the robot, we perform trotting tests
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Fig. 4. Comparison between planned (dashed) and measured (solid) base
state trajectories for a trot executed on hardware. Using the full body model
for optimizing the trajectories allows for executing them without base state
feedback for several seconds.

on hardware. We test two variations of the trot: One with
50% duty cycle, i.e. no overlap of stance or flight phases
and one with 60% duty cycle, i.e. a very brief four leg
support phase. In both cases, we directly apply the optimized
input trajectory as a feedforward torque command to the
actuator. Additionally, we add a joint space PD controller
to track joint positions. For reasons discussed in [15], we
are not using the feedback control gains provided by SLQ.
Figure 4 compares planned and measured base trajectories.
While a base controller could enhance performance, our full
model based approach allows us for successfully executing
the trajectories for several seconds without base feedback.
2) Hop: As a next task, we demonstrate symmetric hopping where the contact sequence is the same for all four legs.
The resulting trajectory shows an almost constant forward
velocity. This greatly reduces the involved control effort. If
we decrease control effort weightings, we observe that the
base almost comes to a complete stop during stance phases.
3) Bound: Another quadruped gait is bounding. Here
the legs move in pairs, grouped in front and hind legs.
Between two subsequent stance phases, there is a short
flight phase. We observe a rhythmic pitching motion in the
base. Interestingly, the optimized trajectory shows almost
equidistant jumps except for the last jump, which is executed
in place at the goal position. A possible reason could be that
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it is favorable to move with higher forward velocity given
the dynamics and our cost function weightings. Reducing the
time horizon by one gait cycle could potentially get rid of
the final extra jump.
4) Rotary and Transverse Gallop: As a final test, we
demonstrate rotary and transverse galloping. Both tasks differ
only in the gait pattern of the left front leg. These gaits
allow the robot to travel a large distance using long stride
lengths. When compared to a trot, these long stride lengths
result in relatively slow joint velocities given the speed of
the base. Comparing the results with galloping animals, we
see significant similarities. One similarity is that the base
is pitched downwards around the time both front legs are in
stance and pitched upwards when the hind legs are in stance.
C. Constraint Satisfaction
Since we are using soft constraints, we have to ensure that
the obtained motions do not violate these constraints and result in unphysical trajectories. In the first iteration, we do not
enable our soft constraints but allow the algorithm to find a
good initial guess. Hence, after the first iteration the robot to
“flies” to the goal position. For the second iteration we then
enable the soft constraints. In the subsequent iterations, the
total costs of the found solution stay flat or slightly increase
since the algorithm is primarily trying to fix the constraint
violation. So instead of looking at the cost function decay,
we analyze the constraint violation cost. We focus on the
quadruped results, since they involves more constraints to be
satisfied. The results for the humanoid model are comparable.
Figure 6 illustrate the constraint violations in input and endeffector position/velocity for all quadruped tasks as the Mean
Squared Error (MSE). For the kinematic error, this is the sum
of both the distance and velocity violation accumulated over
all four legs. Similarly, the contact force constraint violation
is also summed up over all four legs. As shown in the graphs,
the algorithm finds solutions with constraint violations below
levels of 10−3 in less than 18 iterations. To put these numbers
in perspective, an unmodelled trunk weight of 0.01 kg would
create an MSE in contact forces of 0.01. Kinematic violations
are below the system’s control accuracy. Also hardware tests
show that constraint violations are negligible.
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Fig. 6. MSE of the constraint violation for the quadruped gaits. The left
plot shows the sum of contact force constraint violations. The right plot
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violation monotonically decreases to usually below levels of 10−3 .

D. Runtime
Theory suggests that the runtime of SLQ scales linear with
the time horizon. In previous work [15] we have demonstrated that this also holds true for our SLQ implementation.
However, the runtime-per-iteration differs. On one hand, our
control input dimensionality is increased compared to the
previous approach and our cost function is more complex.
On the other hand, we can take larger integration steps and
we do not need to compute a contact model. In order to check
whether the approach is fast enough to do online planning or
even re-optimizing the trajectory during execution in Model
Predictive Control (MPC) fashion, we measure the runtime
of each iteration. The profiling of the algorithm is done for
the quadruped case since it is the higher dimensional model.
Given a time horizon of 3 seconds and a sampling frequency
of 500 Hz, our solver requires around 800 ms per iteration
on an Intel Core i7-4810MQ processor. As expected, this
is slightly worse than the runtime presented in our previous
work. However, given that we can take larger integration
steps, the presented approach outperforms our previous one
in runtime-per-iteration given the same time horizon.
As shown in the previous subsection, the presented examples converge to negligible constraint violation in 10 to
18 iterations from cold start. Thus, the overall computation
time until convergence usually lies in the range of 8 to 15
seconds for trajectories of 3 seconds. In our examples, we
cold start, use small integration steps and long time horizons.
Considering that in an MPC approach we would use shorter
time horizons and a very good initial guess is available from
the previous iteration, we could possibly run the approach in
MPC fashion with the current implementation. Additionally,
part of the system dynamics linearization is using numerical
differentiation which could be replaced by analytical derivatives. Also, hardware results show that the trajectories are
robust, permitting low MPC update rates.
V. D ISCUSSION , C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
In this work, we have presented how an efficient Trajectory
Optimization algorithm can be combined with constraint
relaxation to solve complex motion planning tasks under
switching contacts in a few seconds. Despite this relaxation,
constraint violations are robustly reduced to a negligible
amount. Since we are not using an explicit contact model,

the problem appears to be more convex resulting in fast convergence. Compared to our previous work [15], the problem
is also less sensitive to cost function parameters. However,
this comes at the expense of having to pre-specify the contact
sequence which can be both an advantage or a disadvantage.
Hardware results demonstrate that the trajectories can be
directly applied to the physical system. So far we are not
considering contact friction, joint torque or kinematic limits.
These could also be included as relaxed constraints or as
shown in [16]. By including pre-specified contact locations
as constraints, we are planning to apply this approach to
rough terrain locomotion, possibly even in MPC fashion.
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